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In January, 19^, ths Soviet Ministry of Defense organ Krasnaya 

Zvasda (Red Star) \*.ian publishing In ths spacs allotted to scientific 

and technical subjects a series of six sipned articles generally 

entitled "Atomic Energy."    This was followed by another series of 

seven articles entitled "The Physics of the Behavior of Nuclear 

Forces*"   Trsislations of these articles are available in the RnND 

T-35 series. 

On July 1, 199A» the entire Soviet press carried the official 

announceaent concerning the inau -uration in the; USSR of the first 

industrial power station operating on atomic energy.    Two months 

later, on August 31» 195U, Red Star beftui a new ssrles of articles 

generally entitled "The Problejss of Utilising Atomic Energy," 

^frhe present1 article, ^he fifth In this series» was m it ten Uy tlie 

i#sXUkaoH&.sjavaat ProXsjsae* ^^okrovsirF"anTj>is concerned with the 

application of atonic engines to submarines, aircraft, guided missiles 

and automobiles.    The either eu^i'sstyythat a: cede submarinss could 

provide an excellent means of communication in the Arctic since they 

could travel unhindered under the ice where there is always a layer 

of unfrozen water.   Although not yet used in aircraft, atomic engines 

hav« preat significance for pilotless aviation, e. n.»  guided missiles, 

lon£»ra:;£e rockote, and car^o-and passenr;er«»towln£ aircraft,  since 

there is no need for extremely heavy shielding around the nuclear 

power plant.   With regard to automobile transport.he Inrijrst— the 

existence of a project*which m-ikes use of ipssous fissionable materials 

in an internal combustion type of enginei iThls Idem Has bee* aeeerthed 

bjLfaJU Tamer ^>^Mti2£S^J^ *** f***frr- 

f. J. Krieger 
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THE PiiOHLrKS OF UTILISING ATOMIC TH*Vtf 

The Nuclear Fuel Engine 

In recent years tremendous successes have been achieved in the develop- 

nent of nuclear physics and in working out practical methods of obtaining 

atomic enerfy.   These successes even now provide the opportunity of using 

atomic entrry not only for manufacturing electricity, but **.lso in various 

forms of transport•    There is no doubt 'hat, on the road to the wide use 

of atomic snarly for the construction of mechanical ensjines, serious diff- 

iculties will have to ;* overcome and many scientific-technical problems 

will have to be solved* 

In order to make an atomic engine9 an ordinary uranium pile can be used 

in which the transformation of natural uranium into plutonium is accompanied 

by the release of a rreat amount of heat«   The heat is utilised for heating 

a steam boiler which supplies steam to a turbine«    Thus, a uranium pile in 

this case represents * unique atomic  •umace in an ordinary steam-power 

plant« 

There Is, however, one feature of an atomic    ile which must definitely 

be taken into account.    It emits into the surrounding space a powerful 

radiation which hap a very hamfNO  ^fVct on people«    In order to eliminate 

the harmful influence of this radioactive radiation, it is necessary to 

surround the pile with a chiold in  thp form of a layer of concrete or lead 

veiling ^>«out 1D0 tons for every cubic meter of volume.    This makes an 

atomic steam pownr plarit e/tremely heavy.   According* to press data, the 

assumed wei;;ht of *n atomic plant for a (>00 ton locomotive of 6,900 horse- 
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power amount» to approximately 100 tons, !• e., 20   ^ercent of the entire 

weirht of the locomotive. 

The relative increase In the weight of an atomic engine in comparison 

with conventional steam-power plants IG rreatar*, the less the power of the 

engine.    Consequentlyi one can assume * hat atomic engines may In practice 

Ve used for transport I purposes | ,  for example, In the navy only for com- 

paratively larre power requirements, approximately tens and hundreds of 

thousands of horsepower,    besides this, one should take into account the 

fact that conventional funvxes for steam boiler« require tremendous 

quantities of air for 'mminn: coal or oil« 

An atomic en ;ine, however, requ5res no    ir ai ell«    It needs only e 

liquid for cooling the steam power plant.    In addition to which the equip- 

ment Tor cooling can be made sufficiently compact. 

* very import int property of an atomic engine is the fact that a smell 

quantity of uranium is required for its operation even over a very lengthy 

period.    Its weight and volume ir. comparison with the whole atomic enfine 

are quite insimifleant.   Therefore, an atomic en.-^lne can in practice 

operate (continuously or Intermittently) until the bearings of the turbine 

wear wit. 

If one compares the weight of an atonic steam power plant with the 

welrht of a conventional steam pow«r plant (toother with the fuel required 

for its operation), then the following  will become evident.   With a small 

supply of fuel the conventional steam power plant will he lighter than an 

atomic one, the «eight of the atomic plant being greatly increased by the 

weight of the shield against the radiation from the atomic pile.    On the 

other hand, with a consider. 1^ supply of fuel the weight of a conventional 

steam power plant will be substantially ^r«ater than the weight of an 
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atomic engine»   That is why it is expedient to use atomic steam power plants 

when the #n gins I requirement I is not lese than approximately 10,000 horse- 

power«   At the same time, the engine is    a ^le of operatic * for a lon^ 

time without refüelir^ requiring Absolutely no air, if t «ere is another 

substance, for example, water, which can ve used as a coolant. 

The properties of an atomic engine also determine the possibilities of 

its most profitable application.    In particular, an atomic en ine may he 

successfully used in large submarines designed for lonc-ran;.;e navigation« 

In the upper part of the figure re proceed here, a haslc dia xam of an 

atomic submarine is shown.    The section with the atomic engine is shown in 

cross-section«    Because of the nuclear reaction, which takes place in the 

atomic pile (1), a tremendous quantity of heat flows continuously through 

the pipes (2) Into the heat exchanger (*').   There hlrjh pressure steam la 

produced} it seta the turbine (6) into operation, the motion of which is 

transmitted by a pear drive to the shaft (9) of the propeller (ID)«   The 

diagram of the engine also contains a pump (3), * condenser (7) and pipe* 

line« (5 and 6)« 

A—\—\\\/   a / 

Submrines with atomic enures could be of substantial interest from 

a military point of view for carrying out lons-ran^e operations artainst the 

enemy's coneamicatIons.   These vessels, however, will find a serious 



application also for peaceful purposes.   They do not require air for the 

operation of the engine and a e capable of trav*»llinp under water for a 

very lor-p. time without surfacin.,.    Maintaining a sufficient quantity of 

oxygen In such a submarine for    ne p»-rsonnel to breathe .*nd absorbing the 

carbon dioxide, which the/ produce, are accomplished comiArtitlvely simply« 

Under such conditions atonic su^wiarlnea could provide m excellent 

mean3 of communl atio? , for example, in the , re tic.    The surface of ihe 

water in Ute nretie, for a considerable part of the year, is covered with 

ice which is difficult for surface vessels to surmount«   flhder the Ice, 

however, there is always a layer of unfroien water IT   which a suimierine 

oan travel unhindered.   Should it  >e necessary for the crev of the vessel 

to come to the surface, it is easy to tore through the ice from below and 

to push outside a wide pipe with a ladder or elevator»   Through such a pipe 

it would be possible not only to land people,   >ut also to unload various 

materials. 

The prospects for the peaceful use of atomic submarines, however, are 

of little interest to the reactionary forces of the Imperialistic state«. 

This is indicated by the sensation raised in the foreign press about the 

American military submarines •'nautilus11 zn& ,fSea Wolf.11   These sub- 

marines according to the data of the forei^i press do not differ In any 

particulars fro» the diagram considered above and resulting from the 

physical bases of utilizing atomic energy.    Moreover, accordinr to the 

latest data, the Americans have r.ot yet succeeded in practically mastering 

the submarine • 'Nautilus» • which they have   »lilt.   Her trials are being 

postponed, *nd troubles connected vith the atomic endne have not yet 
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l^een successfully eliminated. 

Aviation la another field  for the possible utilization of atonic 

engines«   Here one can spraV, in the first place» at^out steam turbines 

which turn propellerB  ma obtain steam from the h^at produced ir. an atomic 

pile»    In the second place, there is thr possibility of creating a turbojet 

en>cine ir. which the hratlng of the air Is accomplished (directly or by 

means of a heat exchanger) by an atomic pile.    In the third place, one can 

speak of the construction of a liquid I fueli Jet engine in which the 

heatin** of the reactive flesen Is acco relished hy an atomic pile*   All these 

prospects are of significance, first of all, for pilotless aviation — 

guided missiles, lour?-ranf»e rockets and the like»    There are no personnel in 

such machines and,  therefore,  there is no need for an extremely heavy 

protective Jacket for the atomic pile»   This <?*eatly reduces the weight of 

the plant and makes it suitable for use in a flying machine» 

So lees probable is the use of atomic engines in aviation for remote 

controlled towing aircraft.    These tractors could be used to tow passenger 

or oexro glider»»    It is possible to obtain the necessary attenuation of 

the radiation, which is dangerous to the living organism, by a sufficient 

length of tow line* and so also of d*stance between the towing aircraft 

with the unshielded atomic pile and the towed rjlider with the people.    Here 

distance alone will replace the «reat mass of the su s4ance of the protec- 

tive Jacket of the atomic pile» 

In connection with the possibility of uslnr atomic enerny in aviation . 

there arises, even more acutely than with conventional jet aircraft, the 

Notes    The Nautilus was launched at Oroton, Connecticut, on 21 January 

1951*.    It was not until 17 January 19^,  however,  that she underwent her 

rirs*  sea te;ts, in Lonn Island 3ound, on nuclear power«    F.d. 
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problem of converting the thrust of the en *1ne Into a braking rorce for 

shortening the landinn run an«J improving the maneuvera illty of the aircraft 

in the air.    Until recent! ; 4hece tasks seemed almost  insoluble.    Lately, 

however, in forma ion appeared In the nross about    ho nr ation of .in 

apparatus called the devintor.    It is installed in the jet noixle at the 

point where tne rases erner?-,^*    The devlator contains a. rot*table   ~r\& with 

blades for deflecting the motion of the rases in the desired direction. 

By means of such a device a counter-throat of the order of 1$ to 20 

iirrcent of the ei ^ino1» maximum thrust can   >e obtained»    As *. result,  the 

sp«ed of the aircraft an"; the landinr; rpeed are considerably <iecr ased. 

The size of the landing strip is reduced.    There is a substantial r»in In 

time when coming  in for landing and the maneuverability of the aircraft 

and the life of ?.he landing    ear are increased.    Since Jiuch a devlator can 

be used in any engine,  re^ardlesn of »Hameter, temperature and velocity of 

flowing Pias jet,   tempting prospects open up  for solving the pro1 lern of 

landinp aircraft with atomic engines«    In the lower part of the flrure 

reproduced   .ere is shown a sketch of a turbo-compressor Jet ermine which 

operates on atomic fuel nnd consists of a compressor (a), an atomic pile 

(b), a turbine (o) and a devlator (d). 

In practice no atomic en i.ne has yet ; een used In aviation.    The 

possibilities of Its use, however, are very >:reat, and modern technology 

allows them to be realized by various m<--ans. 

No lerjs realistic in the future is the utilisation of  itondc fuel for 

automobile transport.    There e/ista,  for example,  -such a project for a 

low-powered en lne using an atomic reactor.    The reactor is *»ade in the 

form of a cylinder with a piston.    The space inside the cylinder is filled 

with nuclear fuel in a gaseous state »nder certain pressure.   When the 




